The problem of the contribution of cosmic rays to climate change is a contin-7 uing one and one of importance. In principle, at least, the recent results from the 8 CLOUD project at CERN provide information about the role of ionizing particles 9 in 'sensitizing' atmospheric aerosols which might, later, give rise to cloud droplets.
Introduction

19
There is, by now, a wealth of literature on the relevance of cosmic rays (CR) to climate to the claim and stratospheric nuclei (Mironova et al., 2012) caused by CR in the 29 stratosphere are potentially important. Both studies will be examined here.
30
In CLOUD, the nuclei are studied in a large 'chamber' and ionizing particles come 31 from an accelerator under carefully controlled conditions. Sulfuric acid vapour is studied 32 in detail in that this is considered by Kirkby et al to be 'the primary vapour responsible 4. Activation follows and cloud droplets (CD), of diameter 10-20 µm, may then appear.
46
It will be apparent that different experiments will be responsive to different steps in 47 the above: UCN, CN, CCN and CD. It is also clear that many ( often the majority )
48
of the UCN will not survive to CD.
49
In the CLOUD experiment, we assume that we are dealing largely with UCN and 50 CN.
51
The stratospheric results relate to CCN, aerosols which are recognised by their 52 extinction at wavelengths of 756 nm ( satellite studies ), and by other wavelengths ( eg 53 in some cases at 360 nm ).
54
It is usually assumed ( eg Kirkby et al, 2011 ) that sulfuric acid and ammonia are 55 most relevant in the atmosphere and their effects have been examined in the CLOUD 56 experiment, to be described next.
57
3 CLOUD.
58
The main results from CLOUD, of relevance here, are:
59
(i) 'Atmospherically relevant ammonia' mixing ratios of 100 parts per trillion by 60 volume increase the nucleation rate of sulphuric acid particles more than 100-61 1000-fold. Of main importance to the present work, ions increase the nucleation 62 rate by a factor of between 2 and 10 for ground level Galactic CR intensities.
63
(ii) The ion-induced nucleation can occur in the mid-troposphere but is negligible in 64 the 'boundary layer', ie below about 3km altitude. ( a fact remarked on by the 65 CLOUD authors ).
66
Specifically, using the temperature dependence of the nucleation rate, CR -will 67 only be relevant for Polar altitudes above about 4 km and Equatorial altitudes 68 above about 8 km, using the universally available temperature, altitude, latitude 69 data. Thus, the boundary layer will be unaffected by CR-induced aerosols, at 70 least for those involved in the CLOUD project, which are thought to be the ones 71 of major importance ( an assumption that needs further analysis ).
72
(iii) There is a dramatic increase in nucleation rate with falling temperature (typically 73 a factor 10 4 in going from 292 of this result will become clear later.
89
Of interest to Cloud Cover is the reported slow increase of atmospheric aerosol troposphere, where the temperature is lower -typically, at 7.5km, the mean height 99 of the high cloud cover (HCC) band, with <T>≃ 235K, the nucleation rate will be 100 very high (from the CLOUD results) and a big CR, CC correlation would be expected.
101
However, analyses such as our own, Erlykin et al. (2009a) shows no correlation at all 102 for the HCC; this is despite the magnitude of the CR intensity (and its variation) being
103
higher there, as well as the nucleation rate being predicted to be so high.
104
The nuclei) lose all their energy in the stratosphere.
126
The influence of SEP on the ozone layer has been a topical subject for some years. Relevant work has been reported by Lu (2009 
145
Of greater relevance in the present work is the effects of SEPs on aerosols in the strato- 
154
(1 condition.
169
As an upper limit for the generation of (new) clouds in the stratosphere we note 170 that the actual percentages of the fraction of the 40-year period when such clouds 171 can occur are 15% for any cloud at all and 1% for PSC to form with a 50% 172 probability.
173
(3) The chance probability of an increase in stratospheric extinction (quickly) fol- 
187
The implication of the forgoing is that even if the SEP event genuinely initiated a burst air arising from changes in the solar irradiance and not due to CR at all.
201
It is relevant to point out that case for regional differences in climate change and 202 correlations has been summarised by Lockwood (2012) . This work related to solar-203 induced changes. Marked differences were found across the Globe but the integrated 204 effect was much less than the change due to anthropogenic sources. and an irregular, but latterly high rate of increase of the CR intensity minima. Taken   234 overall, from 1970 onwards, the rate of increase has been 2.6 ± 0.6% per decade ( a 235 correlation coefficient of 0.69 and chance probability 0.087 ).
236
The interpretation is interesting in its own right but mainly beyond the scope of the 
252
There is no doubt that the CR intensity has been increasing significantly since the 253 1980s.
254
That an increase is not unreasonable can be seen from studies of past sunspot inspection of the sunspot data shows that after a peak the next higher SSN ( ie lower
261
CR intensity ) can be 30-100 years away. Thus, it would not be surprising if the present 262 rise in the smoothed CR intensity continued for several decades to come. 
274
The fact that the CR intensity is rising again strongly militates further against a
275
CR/Global Warming connection (in the absence of unphysically long phase lags).
276
There are other arguments against a CR/Climate correlation, not referred to above.
277
These include a lack of atmospheric changes following nuclear explosions, nuclear ac- 
